Shopping and food outlets during the crisis
The following shops in Charing are able to offer (and coordinating between
themselves) deliveries in the Charing area to those who have to self-isolate due to
age, illness or vulnerability:
Wady and Brett: Telephone 712318
GM & M Johns, Family Butchers: Telephone 713793 or email
martyn.johns@btinternet.com
The early part of the week is easier for Johns.
As far as we are aware other food shops in Charing will be open as normal. The Post
Office will be operating reduced hours 9am to 2pm Monday to Friday.
Pubs and restaurants. While some pubs and restaurants have decided to close for the
duration, a number are offering deliveries or takeaways. Pick up arrangements for
takeways may have changed from normal in order to minimise or avoid contact.
The following list covers those who we understand will deliver to the Charing area
(among other areas). Since it is early days the situation may change. We will update
information as we hear about it:
Mulberry’s: Telephone 01233 714171 or email sarah@mulberrys.co will be
offering takeaways and delivering in Charing, Monday to Saturday
https://www.facebook.com/mulberrystearoom/
Red Lion, Charing Heath: takeaways and delivering locally (5 mile radius). Also
offering some fresh produce and groceries. Telephone 01233 714949, or Matt.
07908 406965 or Nicola 07860 381917
https://www.facebook.com/redlioncharingheath2019/
The Wheel at Westwell (01233 712223) is offering takeaways and deliveries
and will also deliver groceries Wednesday to Sunday.
https://www.facebook.com/thewheelwestwell/
The Swan at Little Chart (01233 840011) are delivering meals
https://www.facebook.com/TheSwanInnAshford/
The Yellow Fisherman will offer deliveries (minimum order £10) and
takeaways. 01233 712099 https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/FastFood-Restaurant/The-Yellow-Fisherman-107901324037865/

The Chequers Fish Bar and Grill in Lenham are delivering as well as offering
takeaways 01622 859 878
https://www.facebook.com/chequersfishbarandgrill/
The Spice of Bengal (01233 712286) and the Jasmine House (01233 714988)
will continue to do takeaways as usual
Please support our local shops, restaurants and pubs who are facing different but
huge and unforseen challenges and doing their utmost to serve our community. We
want them all to be still operating when it is all over.

